Minutes for 11/17/2014

**Attendance:**

Krista Walker - Senator  
Kelsey Randall - Treasurer  
Aaron Mccollum - Senator  
Hillary Kirking - Senator  
Melissa Kelly - VP  
Dan Millis - P  
Kristin Fillhouser  
Sara Koch  
Johnney Wittenbel - Senator  
Jon Fons  
Gerrick Krautz - Senator  
Tyler Cox - Secretary

**Agenda:**

Call to Order Dan

Amend minutes for 11/3/2014  
The body of SGA had to clarify and amend the minutes of 11/3 in order to set the record straight that Aaron nominated Caleb to be Temp-Elect, and Caleb was unanimously voted in for Temp- Elect.

Discussion of Choosing Study Garden - Hillary  
It was clarified to the body of SGA that this was a student run project and no matter how much the students knew about the study garden, they still had to have the opportunity to choose which one they wanted. Dan is working on the information sheet about each garden, with Doctor Mcallister.

- Motion to let students choose the study garden design - Melissa  
- Seconded - Hillary  
- passed
Dan volunteered to get students attention to vote for a study garden and to sit at the station where the designs and box for voting will be set up for Tue.- Fri. Others volunteered to help run the booth as well. John volunteered for Wednesday. Melissa volunteered for Tuesday. Aaron volunteered for Friday.

Discussion of Rock the Mic. - Tyler
Aaron asked the body of SGA for a 5 dollar soda donation, and talked about possible donations through sales from popcorn and soda that is donated, as well as regular donations in general for the Giving Tree. Aaron motioned for the body of SGA to donate money for soda, for him to purchase to sell at Rock the Mic. and the money from the soda and popcorn would go to teh giving tree. The price would be 50 cents a soda, and 25 cents for popcorn
- John seconded
- 6 voted for
- 2 abstentions, Garrick, and Tyler

Hillary motioned to have the donations that were meant for the giving tree go to Rock County Human Services if the Giving Tree Club does not form.
- Seconded
- Unanimous pass

Aaron asked for volunteers to attend Rock the Mic. He wished to have help to monitor donations and sales. Jon recommended to have change on hand. No one had volunteered as of 11/17

Discussion of the Giving Tree - Melissa
Asked if anyone wanted to share the committee. No one had volunteered as of 11/17. It was also brought to the attention of SGA that Phi Theta Kappa offered to donate wrapping paper for the Giving Tree. Aaron also mentioned that Pruitt was in talks with Aaron to donate books. We also cleared the air of favoritism towards the Giving Tree. The Giving Tree is an SGA project.

The Weight Room Discussion - Aaron
Aaron informed the body of SGA that he talked with Rapheal about possible suggestion boxes for the weight room, and Aaron will be informed at a later time what the weight room could use.
Discussion of Budgets - Jon
Jon told the body of SGA that he would like to send out a call to staff by next monday for club budgets, for next year. The budgets need to be approved by early spring. A discussion of how the process works ensued. Jon will come up with an updated approval sheet. He will ask more in depth questions such as “what is the money intended for” and “How it will impact student life”.

Discussion of Phi Theta Kappa tutoring extravaganza - Melissa
It will be held on Dec. 12 2014, at 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. There will be refreshments, and every club will is invited. There will also be door prizes.

Adjourn - Dan